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Preliminaries
Valérie Berthé and Michel Rigo

1.1 A first test

We letN denote the set of non-negative integers.

Definition 1.1.1 Let A be an alphabet. Aninfinite wordoverA is a mapw : N→ A.

See for instance (Berthé and Rigo, 2010) or (Lothaire, 1983).

1.2 Another section

Here again, we consider an example...

Remark1.2.1 Observe the following.

Theorem 1.2.2 Over a binary alphabet, any finite word of length at least4 contains
a square.

Proof The proof is trivial.
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Synchronized automata
Marie-Pierre Béal and Dominique Perrin

2.1 Introduction

The notions of synchronizing word and synchronized automaton are simple to define
and occur in many applications of automata. It is remarkablethat they are linked
with difficult combinatorial problems. Some of them (like theČerný Conjecture) are
open since a long time. One (the Road Coloring Problem) was solved by Trahtman
in 2009. A reason to explain the difficulty of these questionsmay be the fact that
there is no simple description of the class of automata whichare not synchronized.
It is relatively simple to verify whether an automaton is synchronized since it can be
checked with a polynomial algorithm. On the contrary, it wasproved by Eppstein?
that finding a synchronizing word of minimal length is NP-hard.

In this chapter, we present a survey of results concerning synchronized automata.
We first define the notions of synchronizing words and synchronized automata for
deterministic automata. We extend these notions to the moregeneral class of unam-
biguous automata.

In a second section, we presentČerný Conjecture and discuss several particular
cases where a positive answer is known. This includes the important case of aperiodic
automata solved by Trahtman in 2007.

In the next section, we present some results which give sufficient conditions for
the existence of synchronizing words.

In the last section, we present the Road Coloring Theorem (i.e. the solution of
Trahtman to the Road Coloring Problem). We also present a quadratic algorithm to
find a synchronized coloring and a generalization of the RoadColoring Theorem to
automata with a periodic graph.

2.2 Definitions

A (finite) automatonA over some (finite) alphabetA is composed of a finite setQ
of states and a finite setE of edges which are triples(p,a,q) wherep,q are states
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anda is a symbol fromA called thelabelof the edge. Note that no initial or terminal
states are specified. This means that all states are both initial and terminal.

Let A = (Q,E) be an automaton on the alphabetA. We denote byϕA the mor-
phism fromA∗ into the monoid of binary relations onQ which associates to the word
w∈ A∗ the relationϕA (w) = {(p,q) | p

a
−→ q}. The monoidϕA (A∗) is thetransition

monoidof A .
An automaton isirreducible if its underlying graph is strongly connected.
An automaton isdeterministicif, for each statep and each lettera, there is at most

one edge starting inp and labeled witha. It is complete deterministicif, for each
statep and each lettera, there is exactly one edge starting inp and labeled witha.
This implies that, for each statep and each wordw, there is exactly one path starting
in p and labeled withw. If this unique path ends in a stateq, we denote byp ·w the
stateq.

A synchronizing wordof a deterministic automaton is a wordw such that there is
least one path labeled byw and all paths labeled byw have the same terminal state.
A synchronizing word is also called areset sequenceor amagic sequence, or also a
homing word. An automaton which has a synchronizing word is calledsynchronized
A pair of states(p,q) is synchronizableif there is a wordw such thatp ·w= q ·w.
More generally, a set of statesS is synchronizableif there is a wordw such that
card(S·w) = 1. The wordw is said tosynchronize S.

Proposition 2.2.1 A complete deterministic automaton is synchronized if and only
if any pair of states is synchronizable.

Proof Let A = (Q,E) be a complete deterministic automaton. LetS⊂ Q be a set
of the formQ·u of minimal cardinality for all wordu∈ A∗. If Scontains two distinct
elementsp,q, there is a wordv which synchronizes the pair(p,q). Then card(Q ·
uv) = card(S·v)< cardS, a contradiction. Thus card(S) = 1 andu is a synchronizing
word.

2.3 Černý’s Conjecture

Černý (1964) constructed synchronizedn-state deterministic complete automata for
which the length of a shortest synchronizing word is(n− 1)2. He formulated the
Černý’s Conjecture which asserts the existence of a synchronizing word of length at
most(n−1)2 for any synchronizedn-state deterministic complete automaton.

The best upper bound known for the lengthℓ(n) of a shortest synchronizing word
in ann-state deterministic complete automaton obtained so far iscubic (the bound
ℓ(n) = n(7n2+6n−16)/48 is obtained in Trahtman (2011)). A simple proof of the
existence of synchronizing word of length at most cubic in a synchronizedn-state
deterministic complete automata is the following.

Proposition 2.3.1 A synchronized n-state deterministic complete automaton has a
synchronizing word of length at most n(n−1)2/2.
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Proof LetA =(Q,E) be a synchronizedn-state deterministic complete automaton.
SinceA is synchronized, any pair of states is synchronizable by Proposition 2.2.1.
Let P be a subset ofQ. If |P| > 1, let p,q in P andu be such thatp ·u= q ·u. One
can choose a wordu satifying this equality of minimal length. Let us show that the
length ofu is at mostn(n−1)/2. Indeed, if|u| > n(n−1)/2, letu= u1 · · ·uk, with
k > n(n−1)/2. Then the pairs(p ·u1 · · ·ui ,q ·u1 · · ·ui), for 0≤ i < k, arek pairs of
distinct states. As a consequence, two of them are equal, which contradicts the fact
thatu is as short as possible. Hence there is a wordu of length at mostn(n−1)/2
such that|P ·u| < |P|. Starting withP = Q and iterating the construction, we get a
wordv= u1u2 · · ·un−1 of length at mostn(n−1)2/2 such thatP·v= 1.

Though theČerný’s Conjecture is still open in general, it has been settled for
important and large particular classes of automata.

2.3.1 Aperiodic automata

A deterministic automaton isaperiodicif there is a nonnegative integerk such that
for any wordw and any stateq, one has

q ·wk = q ·wk+1.

Note that, since the automaton is finite, there always existsa nonnegative integerk
and a positive integerp such that for any wordw and any stateq, one has

q ·wk = q ·wk+p.

The condition expresses the fact that one can choosep = 1 in the above condi-
tion. Aperiodic automata can be defined equivalently by the fact that their transition
monoid does not contain any non trivial group, see Eilenberg(1976). An equivalent
formulation is the following. For a subsetSof the set of states, let Stab(S)= {u∈A∗ |
S·u= S} and letG(S) denote the set of restrictions toSof the elements of Stab(S).
The setG(S) is a permutation group onS. Indeed, the restriction toSof an element
of Stab(S) is a permutation onS.

Then the automaton is aperiodic if and only if for eachS, the permutation group
G(S) is reduced to the identity. This condition can be used in practice to check that
an automaton is aperiodic as in the following example.

Example 2.3.1 Consider the automaton on the set of statesQ = {1,2,3,4} rep-
resented in Figure 2.1. To check that the automaton is aperiodic, we compute in
Figure 2.2 the action of the alphabet on the subsets ofQ of the formQ ·u for u∈ A∗

with more than one element. Thenab∈ Stab({1,2,3}) and the restriction ofab to
{1,2,3} is the identity. It implies that the restriction ofab to {1,2} and{2,3} is also
the identity and thus that the automaton is aperiodic.

Note that any strongly connected aperiodic automaton is synchronized. Indeed,
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Figure 2.1 An aperiodic automaton
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Figure 2.2 The action on subsets ofQ.

assume theA = (Q,E) is a strongly connected aperiodic automaton. LetSbe a set
of the formQ ·u for u∈ A∗ of minimal cardinality. SinceA is strongly connected,
the groupG(S) is a transitive permutation group. SinceA is aperiodic, it is reduced
to the identity. This forces card(S) = 1 and thusA is synchronized.

The following result was proved by Trahtman (2007). It showsthatČerný Conjec-
ture is true for aperiodic automata.

Theorem 2.3.2 LetA be a synchronized n-state deterministic complete automaton.
If A is aperiodic, then it has a synchronizing word of length at most n(n−1)/2.

For an automatonA = (Q,E), we denote byA 2 the automaton on the set of pairs
(p,q) of distinctstates whose edges are the(p,q)

a
−→ (p ·a,q ·a) for a∈ A whenever

p·aq·a. LetC be a set of pairs of states, which we may consider as a binary relation
on Q. We denote by<C the transitive closure of the relationC, by≤C the reflexive
closure of<C and by≡C the equivalence closure of<C.

A strongly connected component of an automaton is a stronglyconnected com-
ponent of its associated graph. A strongly connected component is maximal if it
is a maximal element for the order induced by the accessibility relation. Thus a
strongly connected component ofA 2 is maximal if for any edge(p,q)

a
−→ (r,s) of

A 2, (p,q) ∈C implies(r,s) ∈C.

Lemma 2.3.3 For any maximal strongly connected component C ofA 2, the rela-
tions≤C and≡C are stable.

Proof Let p≤C q and leta∈ A be a letter. Letpi for 0≤ i ≤ n be such thatp0 = p,
pn = q and(pi , pi+1) ∈C for 0≤ i ≤ n−1. For eachi we have eitherpi ·a= pi+1 ·a
or (pi ·a, pi+1 ·a) ∈C sinceC is a maximal strongly connected component. In both
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casespi · a ≤C pi+1 · a. Thus p · a ≤C q · a. This shows that≤C is stable. As the
equivalence closure of a stable relation,≡C is stable.

Proposition 2.3.2 Let C be a maximal strongly connected component ofA 2. If A

is an aperiodic automaton, then≤C is a partial order.

Proof Let us prove by induction onn ≥ 1 that if (p0, p1, . . . , pn+1) is such that
(pi , pi+1) ∈C for 0≤ i ≤ n thenp0pn+1.

SinceC is strongly connected and since(p0, p1),(p1, p2) are inC, there is a word
u such thatp0 ·u = p1 and p1 ·u= p2. SinceA is aperiodic, there is ak≥ 1 such
that p0 ·uk = p0 ·uk+1.

For n= 1, p0 = p2 implies thatu is in Stab({p0, p1}) and thatG({p0, p1}) con-
tains a transposition, a contradiction. Consider nown ≥ 2. Setqi = pi · uk−1 for

p0 p1 p2 p3 . . . pn+1

q0 q1 = q2 q3 . . . qn+1

u u

uk−1 uk−1
uk−1

uk−1 uk−1

Figure 2.3

0≤ i ≤ n+1. We may assume thatk is chosen minimal in such a way thatq0q1. We
haveq2 = p2 ·uk−1 = p0 ·uk+1 = p0 ·uk = p1 ·uk−1 = q1. SinceC is maximal, the
sequence(q0,q1,q3,q4, . . . ,qn+1) (see Figure 2.3) is such that any two consecutive
elements are either equal or form a pair inC. By induction hypothesis, we cannot
haveq0 = qn+1 and thusp0 = pn+1 is also impossible.

Example 2.3.4 Consider the aperiodic automaton of Example 2.3.1. The partof
automatonA 2 corresponding to the pairs(i, j) with i < j is represented in Figure 2.4.
The setC = {(1,2),(2,3),(3,4)} is a maximal strongly connected component. The

1,4
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Figure 2.4 The automatonA 2.

corresponding partial order is 1<C 2<C 3<C 4.

Let A be an aperiodic automaton withn states. LetC be a maximal strongly
connected component ofA 2. We say that a setR of states islinkedwith respect to
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C if for any r,s∈R there exist a sequence(p0, p1, . . . , pm) of elements ofRsuch that
p0 = r, pm= sand for 0≤ i ≤m−1, pi ≤C pi+1 or pi+1≤C pi . Thus all the elements
of R are in particular equivalent modulo≡C and thus contained in an equivalence
class. Conversely, any equivalence class of≡C is linked.

Proposition 2.3.3 Let A be an aperiodic automaton with n states. Let C be a
maximal strongly connected component ofA 2. Let R be a set of states linked with
respect to C and let M be the set of minimal elements of R for thepartial order≤C.
Then R is synchronized by a word of length at mostcard(M)(n−1).

Proof If card(R) = 1, there is nothing to prove since the empty word synchronizes
R. Thus we may assume that card(R) ≥ 2. We prove the statement by induction on
card(M).

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
the integer

k(R) =

{

card(M) if card(R)≥ 2

0 otherwise.

If k(R) = 0, then card(R) = 1 and the empty word synchronizesR. Assume that
k(R)≥ 1. Choose somep∈M and a wordu such thatq= p·u is a maximal element
of Q. We may chooseu of length at mostn−1. LetS= R·u and letN be the set of
minimal elements ofS. We verify that the induction hypothesis can be applied toS.
We may assume thatk(S)≥ 1.

First the setS is linked with respect toC since≤C is stable. Next,k(S)≤ k(R)−1.
Indeed, we first note thatN⊂M ·u because the relation≤C is stable. Letn∈N. There
is s∈ R such thats·u= n. There isp∈M such thatp≤C s. Thenp ·u≤C s·u. We
cannot havep ·u<C s·u sincen∈ N. Thusp ·u= s·u which implies thatn∈M ·u.

Next, we haveq /∈ N. Let indeedr be an element ofN and lets∈ Sbe distinct of
r. SinceS is linked, there exist a sequence(p0, p1, . . . , pm) of elements ofSsuch that
p0 = r, pm = s and for 0≤ i ≤ m−1, pi ≤C pi+1 or pi+1 ≤C pi . All the pi cannot
be equal sincers. Let j be the least index such thatp j p j+1. Thenr = p j <C p j+1 or
p j+1 <C p j = r. The second case is not possible sincer is minimal in S. Thusr is
not maximal. This shows that a minimal element ofS cannot be maximal inS and
therefore neither maximal inQ. Thusq /∈ N. This shows thatN is strictly contained
in M ·u and thus thatk(S)< k(R). Thus the induction hypothesis can be applied toS.
Let v be a word of length at most card(N)(n−1) which synchronizesS. Thenuv is a
word of length at most(card(N)+1)(n−1) ≤ card(M)(n−1) which synchronizes
R.

Observe that the same statement holds for the set of maximal elements ofR. In-
deed, we may exchange the role of minimal and maximal elements in the proof.

We can now complete the proof of Trahtman’s theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.3.2.Assume first thatA = (Q,E) is strongly connected.

We prove the statement by induction on card(Q). If card(Q) = 1, the property
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holds trivially. LetC be a maximal strongly connected component ofA 2. The equiv-
alence≡C is stable and is not the equality relation. Letr be the number of its classes.
We may apply the induction hypothesis to the quotientB = A / ≡C. Let u be a
word of length at mostr(r − 1)/2 which is synchronizing forB. Let R= Q · u.
The setR is linked. We may assume that the set of minimal elements ofR satisfies
card(M)≤ card(R)/2≤ (n− r+1)/2 (otherwise we use the set of maximal elements
of R).

By Proposition 2.3.3, there is a wordv of length at most card(M)(n−1) ≤ (n−
r +1)(n− 1)/2 which synchronizesR. Thenuv is a synchronizing word forA of
length at most

r(r−1)
2

+
(n− r +1)(n−1)

2
≤

(n−1)(r−1)
2

+
(n− r +1)(n−1)

2
=

n(n−1)
2

sincer ≤ n−1.
In the general case, sinceA is synchronized, there is a unique maximal strongly

connected componentC. Setm= card(C). By the previous case, there is a wordu of
length at mostm(m−1)/2 which synchronizesC. Let B be the automaton obtained
fromA by merging the states inC. ThenB is an aperiodic synchronizing automaton
with n−mstates. We may assume by induction that it has a synchronizing wordv of
length at most(n−m)(n−m−1)/2. Thusvu is a synchronizing word of length at
mostn(n−1)/2.

The bound of Theorem 2.3.2 has been improved in several ways.Trahtman (2008b)
has obtained a better bound of(n−1)2/2 for all aperiodic automata. Next, Volkov
(2007) has obtained a bound ofn(n+ 1)/6 for strongly connected aperiodic au-
tomata. Actually no example is known of an aperiodic strongly connected automaton
which does not have a synchronizing word of length at mostn−1.

2.3.2 Independent sets

In this section, as in the previous one,A = (Q,E) denotes ann-state deterministic
and complete automaton over an alphabetA. We fix a particular lettera∈ A. Other
letters are calledb-letters.

The subgraph of the graph ofA made of the edges labeled bya is a disjoint union
of connected component calleda-clusters. Since each state has exactly one outgoing
edge in this subgraph, eacha-cluster contains a unique cycle, called ana-cycle, with
trees attached to the cycle at their root.

For each statep of ana-cluster, we define thelevelof p as the distance betweenp
and the root of the tree containingp. If p belongs to the cycle, its level is null. The
levelof the automaton is the maximal level of its states.

A one-cluster automatonwith respect to a lettera is a complete deterministic
automaton which has only onea-cluster. Equivalently, an automaton is one-cluster if
it satisfies the following condition: for any pair of statesp,q, one hasp ·ar = q ·as

for some integersr,s.
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A one-cluster automaton of level 0 is called acircular automaton.
TheČerný conjecture was proved by Dubuc (1998) for circular automata.

Proposition 2.3.4 A circular synchronized n-state deterministic complete automa-
ton has a synchronizing word of size at most(n−1)2.

Let A = (Q,E) be a complete deterministic automaton. IfP is a subset ofQ and
W a set of words, we denote byP ·W = {p ·w | p∈ P,w∈W}. An independent set
of a complete deterministic automatonA = (Q,E) is a set of wordsW of sizer for
which there is a set of statesRof sizer such thatp·W = R for any statep of Q. The
setR is called therangeof the independent set.

Equivalently,W is an independent set with rangeR, if for eachp∈ Q ands∈ R,
there is a uniquew∈W such thatp·w= s. Note that, ifW is an independent set with
rangeR, then, for any wordu, the setuW is an independent set with the same range.

A complete deterministic automaton islocally strongly transitiveif it has an in-
dependent set. The automaton is said to be strongly transitive if the independent set
is the set of all states. Note that a one-cluster automaton islocally strongly transi-
tive. Indeed, ifr is the length of thea-cycle andℓ the level of the automaton, the set
W = {aℓ,aℓ+1, . . . ,aℓ+r} is an independent set with thea-cycle as the range.

The following result is due to Carpi and D’Alessandro Carpi and D’Alessandro
(2012)

Proposition 2.3.5 LetA be a synchronized n-state deterministic complete automa-
ton. If A is locally strongly transitive with an independent set W, then it has a syn-
chronizing word of length at most(r−1)(n+ ℓmax+2)− r log(r)+ ℓmin, where r is
the number of words in W, andℓmin (resp.ℓmax) the minimal (resp. maximal) length
of words of W.

Before proving Proposition 2.3.5, we need some preliminaries.
Let A = (Q,E) be a complete deterministic automaton. Letu be a word. We

denote byϕ(u) the 0−1-matrix defined by

ϕ(u)pq=

{

1 if p ·u= q,

0 otherwise.

Note that ifu,v are two words, we haveϕ(uv) = ϕ(u)ϕ(v).
If P is a set of states, we denote byP its row characteristic vector and byPt the

transpose column vector ofP. If p is a state, we also notep the row characteristic
vector of the set{p}. If u is a word, We denotePu−1 = {q∈Q | q·u∈ P}. Note that
Pu−1 = ϕ(u)Pt .

The following lemma is well known (see (Eilenberg, 1974, p. 145) or (Sakarovitch,
2003, p. 492 corollaire 4.19)). It plays a key role in the proof of Proposition 2.3.5.

Lemma 2.3.5 Let x be a Q-row vector with coefficients inQ andV a vector space
of QQ. If there is word u such that xϕ(u) /∈ V , then there is a word u of length at
most the dimension ofV such that xϕ(u) /∈ V .
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Proof For i ≥ 0, let Vi be the subspace ofQn which is spanned by the vectors
xϕ(u) with |u| ≤ i. We haveVi ⊂ Vi+1 for i ≥ 0. Let i0 be the minimal indexi such
thatVi = Vi+1. ThenVi0 = Vi for any i ≥ i0. Let d be the dimension ofV . Assume
that, for all wordsu of length at mostd, one hasxϕ(u) ∈ V . ThenVd ⊂ V . This
implies i0≤ d−1 andVi0 ⊂ V , and which is contradiction.

ForP,R⊂Q andu∈ A∗, set

ρP,R(u) = card(Pu−1∩R).

The following lemma follows from the definitions.

Lemma 2.3.6 Let P,R be subsets of Q and let u be a word. We have

ρP,R(u) = Rϕ(u)Pt .

Lemma 2.3.7 If W is an independent set of range R of a complete deterministic
automaton, then, for any subset P of R,

∑
w∈W

ρP,R(w) = r card(P).

Proof From Lemma 2.3.6 and since, by independency,p(∑r
i=1 ϕ(wi) = R, we ob-

tain

∑
w∈W

ρP,R(w) = ∑
w∈W

Rϕ(w)Pt = R( ∑
w∈W

ϕ(w))Pt = ∑
p∈R

p( ∑
w∈W

ϕ(w))Pt

= ∑
p∈R

RPt = card(R)card(P) = r card(P).

LetW be an independent set ofA with a rangeR. Setρ = ρP,R. Let P be a subset
of R. We say that a wordu is P-augmentingif

ρ(u)> card(P),

or equivalently, ifRϕ(u)Pt > RPt .
We now prove Proposition 2.3.5.

Proof of Proposition 2.3.5 Let W be an independent set ofA with a rangeR of
sizer.

We prove that there is a sequence of synchronizable subsets(Pi)0≤i≤t of R together
with Pi-augmenting wordsui ∈ A∗W such thatP0 ( P1 · · · ( Pt−1 ( Pt = R, and, for
i < r, Pi+1 = Piu

−1
i ∩R and

|ui| ≤ n+ ℓmax−
r− pi

pi
,

wherepi = card(Pi). For this, we setP0= {p}, wherep is some state inR, and assume
P1, . . . ,Pj already built. We setP= Pj and assume thatPR. Set alsop= card(P).
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For any wordv, the setvW is an independent set ofA of rangeR. By Lemma 2.3.7,
we have

∑
w∈W

ρ(vw) = card(R)p.

Then eitherρ(vw)= p for anyw∈W or there is a wordw0∈W such thatρ(vw0)> p.
We can moreover assume thatPw−1 /0 andPw−1Q for any wordw in W. Indeed, if
Pw−1 = Q for some wordw, we chooseu j = w, Pj+1 = R and get the claim. If
Pw−1 = /0, Pw−1∩R= /0. ThusPw−1∩Rcard(P) since card(P) > 0. We again get
the claim choosingv= ε.

Let w∈W. We have the following equivalences.

ρ(vw)− p= 0

⇔ ρ(vw)− card(Qv−1∩R)
p
r
= 0

⇔Rϕ(v)ϕ(w)Pt − (Rϕ(v)Qt)
p
r
= 0

⇔ (Rϕ(v))(ϕ(w)Pt −
p
r

Qt) = 0

⇔ (Rϕ(v))B= 0,

whereB = A− (p/r)U , A denotes the(Q×W)-matrix formed by ther columns
(ϕ(w)Pt) for w∈W, andU is the(Q×W)-matrix with all entries equal to 1.

Let I be a maximal set of linearly independent rows ofA. SinceW is an indepen-
dent set, each row ofA has exactlyp nonnull entries. This implies rank(A)p≥ r.
Indeed, if rank(A)p< r, there is an indexℓ such that each row ofI has a null entry at
this index. As all rows ofA are linear combinations of elements ofI , this implies that
A has a null column, contrary to the fact thatPw−1 /0 for any wordw of W. Hence

rank(B)≥ rank(A)−1≥
r
p
−1=

r− p
p

.

Thus the equalityρ(vw) = p is satisfied for anyw∈W if and only the vectorRϕ(v)
belongs to the vector spaceV = {x∈Qn | xB= 0}. The vector spaceV has dimen-
sionn− rank(B).

Since by hypothesisPR, there is a wordv and a wordw in W such thatρ(vw)p.
Indeed, letv be a synchronizing word forA , andw in W. We haveP(vw)−1 = Q and
thusρ(vw) = r. Hence there is a wordv such thatRϕ(v) /∈ V . By Lemma 2.3.5, we
deduce that there is a wordv of length at mostn− rank(B) such thatRϕ(v) /∈ V . It
follows that there isP-augmenting wordvw of size at mostn− rank(B)+ ℓmax and
get the claim.

The rangeR is then synchronized by the wordz= ut−1 · · ·u0. Sincet ≤ r−1, the
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length ofz is at most

|z| ≤ (r−1)(n+ ℓmax)−
r−1

∑
j=1

r− j
j

= (r−1)(n+ ℓmax+2)− r
r−1

∑
j=1

1
j

= (r−1)(n+ ℓmax+2)− r logr.

Let nowwa shortest word ofW, hence of lengthℓmin. The wordwzis a synchronizing
word ofA of length at most(r−1)(n+ ℓmax+2)− r logr + ℓmin.

The following result is a consequence of Proposition 2.3.5

Proposition 2.3.6 Let A be a synchronized n-state deterministic complete au-
tomaton. IfA is one-cluster, then it has a synchronizing word of length atmost
2n2−nlog(n).

Proof SinceA is assumed to be one-cluster, its uniquea-cycle is the range of size
r of the idependent setW = {aℓ,aℓ+1, . . . ,aℓ+r}, whereℓ is the level ofA . We can
assume thatℓmax≤ (n− 1), ℓmin ≤ (n− r). ThusA has a synchronizing word of
length at most

(r−1)(2n+1)+ (n− r)− r logr ≤ 2nr−n−1− r logr

Let us finally check that

2nr−n−1− r logr ≤ 2n(n−1)+n−1−nlogn

The above inequality is equivalent to

nlogn− rlogr ≤ 2n(n−1− r)+2n

We now assume thatr ≤ (n−1) since Proposition 2.3.4 solves the caser = n. Using
logx≤ (x−1) (with the neperian logarithm) we get

nlogn− r logr = r log
n
r
+ log(n)(n− r)

= r
n− r

r
+(n−1)(n− r)

≤ n(n− r)≤ n((n−1− r)+ (n−1− r)+1).

HenceA has a synchronizing word of length at most 2n(n−1)+n−1−nlogn=

2n2−n−1−nlogn, which completes the proof.
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2.3.3 Unambiguous automata

An automaton isunambiguousif, for any pair p,q of states, and any wordw, there
is at most one path labeled byw going from p to q. A deterministic automaton is
unambiguous. The converse is not true.

One may check that an automaton is unambiguous by computing its square. The
square ofA is the automaton onQ×Q with edges(p,q)

a
−→ (r,s) if p

a
−→ r andq

a
−→ s

are edges ofA . The automatonA is unambiguous if and only if there is no path in
its square of the form(p, p)

u
−→ (r,s)

v
−→ (q,q) with rs.

Example 2.3.8 Let A be the automaton represented in Figure 2.5 on the left. This

1

2

3

a

a
b

a,b

a,b

1,1

2,2

3,3

1,2

2,1

a

a
b

a,b

a,b
a,b

a,b

a,b

a,b

Figure 2.5 An unambiguous automaton and part of its square.

automaton is unambiguous as one may check by computing the square of the au-
tomatonA represented on the right in Figure 2.5 (with only the states accessible
from the states(p, p) represented).

A word w is synchronizingfor an unambiguous automaton if there is at least one
path labeled byw and, for any statesp,q, r,s,

p
w
−→ q, r

w
−→ s implies p

w
−→ sandr

w
−→ q.

The automaton is synchronized if there is a synchronizing word.
This is consistent with the previous definition. Indeed, if the automaton is deter-

ministic, the condition implies thatq= s. Moreover, ifx,y are synchronizing words,
there is a unique stateq such thatp

x
−→ q

y
−→ r for somep, r ∈Q. Indeed, ifp

x
−→ q

y
−→ r

and p′
x
−→ q′

y
−→ r ′, then sincex,y are synchronizing, we have alsop

x
−→ q′

y
−→ r and

thusq= q′ by unambiguity.
The notion of synchronizing word for an unambiguous automaton is related to the

notion of rank of a binary relation on a set. Therank of a relationmon a setQ is the
minimal cardinality of a setRsuch thatm= uvwith u aQ×R relation andv anR×Q
relation. A wordw is synchronizing for unambiguous automatonA if and only if the
relationϕA (w) has rank one. Indeed, ifw is synchronizing, thenϕA (w) = uvwhere
u is the columnQ-vectorv is the rowQ-vector defined as follows. One hasup = 1 if
and only if the is a path labeledw starting fromp andvq = 1 if and only if there is a
path labeledw ending inq.

Example 2.3.9 The automaton of Figure 2.3.8 is synchronized. Indeed, the word
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ab is such that

ϕA (ab) =





0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 1



=





0
1
1





[

0 0 1
]

and thus is synchronizing.

A unambiguous automaton iscompleteif, for any wordw, there exists a pairp,q
of states such thatp

w
−→ q is a path.

The following result is due to Carpi (1988).

Proposition 2.3.7 If A is be an n-state irreducible complete unambiguous automa-
ton. If A is synchronized, it has a synchronizing word of length at most (n2− n+
2)(n−1)/2.

We introduce some terminology concerning monoids of relations on a set (see Bers-
tel et al. (2007) for a more detailed presentation). For a relation m on a setQ, we
denote indifferently(p,q) ∈mor mpq= 1, considering the relation either as a subset
of Q×Q or as a booleanQ×Q matrix. We denote bymp∗ the row of of indexp of
the matrixm, which is the characteristic vector of the set{q∈Q | (p,q) ∈m}.

A monoid of relationsM on a setQ is unambiguousif for any m,n ∈ M and
p,q∈ Q there exists an most one elementr of Q such that(p, r) ∈m and(r,q) ∈ n.
The monoid istransitiveif for any p,q∈M there is anm∈M such that(p,q) ∈m.

An automaton is unambiguous if and only if its transition monoid is unambiguous.
The automaton is strongly connected if and only its transition monoid is transitive.

We use the following lemmas.
A row of an element ofM which is maximal among the rows of the elements of

M is called amaximal row. The following is Exercise 9.3.5 in Berstel et al. (2007).

Lemma 2.3.10 Let M be a transitive unambiguous monoid of relations not con-
taining zero. The following conditions are equivalent for arow vectorr .

(i). r is a maximal row.
(ii). r is a row of m∈M with a minimal number of nonzero distinct rows.
(iii). 0 /∈ rM.

Proof (i)⇒ (ii). Let r =mp∗ be a maximal row and letm′ ∈M have minimal number
of nonzero distinct rows. Letq,s be such thatm′qs = 1 and letn ∈ M be such that
nsp= 1. Then(m′n)qp= 1 implies that(m′nm)q∗ = r andm′nmhas minimal number
of nonzero distinct rows.

(ii)⇒ (iii). Indeed letr = mp∗ wherem has minimal number of nonzero distinct
rows. If rn= 0, thenmnhas less nonzero distinct rows thanm.

(iii)⇒ (i). Indeed, assume thatr is not maximal and letr ′ > r be a row of an
element ofM. Let q be such that(r ′− r)q = 1. Let m∈M be such thats= mp∗ is
a maximal row and letn∈M be such thatnqp = 1. Thenr ′nm≥ w and thusr ′ = s.
This forcesrnm= 0 and thus 0∈ rM.
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Note that Lemma 2.3.10 implies in particular that, in a transitive unambiguous
monoid of relations, the set of maximal rows in closed by multiplication on the right
by an element ofM. Indeed, this is clearly true for the set of row vectors satisfying
condition (iii).

Lemma 2.3.11 Let M be a transitive unambiguous monoid of relations not con-
taining zero. For two elements m,m′ of M, if m≤m′ then m= m′.

Proof Suppose thatm′pq = 1 for somep,q∈ Q. SinceM is transitive and does not
contain zero, there exists a maximal rowr such thatr p = 1. Let us assume that
r = ns∗ for somen∈M. Thennm≤ nm′ and(nm)s∗ = ns∗m is a maximal row. Thus
(nm)s∗ = (nm′)s∗. This forcesmpq= 1 sincem≤m′.

Lemma 2.3.12 For a state p∈ Q and a word u∈ A∗, if ϕ(u)p∗ is not a maximal
row, there is a state q and a word v of length at most n(n−1)/2 such thatϕ(u)p∗ <

ϕ(vu)q∗.

Proof Let p∈Q andu∈ A∗, be such thatϕ(u)p∗ is not a maximal row. SinceA is
strongly connected, there exists a maximal rowr such thatr p = 1. There is at least
a statep′ distinct of p such thatrp′ = 1 andϕ(u)p′∗0 since otherwiserϕ(u) is not
maximal. Hence there is a stateq∈Q and a wordv of length at mostn(n−1)/2 such
thatq

v
−→ p andq

v
−→ p′. Thenϕ(u)p∗ < ϕ(vu)q∗. This proves the claim.

Lemma 2.3.13 Let M be a transitive unambiguous monoid of relations of minimal
rank1. Then for any maximal rowr and any maximal columnc, one hascr ∈M and
rc = 1.

Proof The minimal number of nonzero distinct rows of an element ofM is 1 and
the same holds for columns. By a Lemma 2.3.10, there exists anm∈M with all its
nonzero rows equal tor . Thenm= tr with t a maximal column. Similarly, there is
ann∈ M such thatn = us for some maximal rows. SinceM is unambiguous, one
hasst∈ {0,1}. Since 0/∈M one hasst= 1. Thusnm= uv anduv ∈M.

Finally, vu ∈ {0,1} becauseM is unambiguous andvu0 since 0/∈M. Thusvu =

1.

Proof of Proposition 2.3.7.By Lemma 2.3.12 and its symmetric form, there exist
pairs(p1,u1), (p2,u2), . . . ,(ps,us) in Q×A∗ and(v1,q1),(v2,q2), . . . ,(vt ,qt) in A∗×
Q such that, withxi = ϕ(ui · · ·u1)pi∗ andy j = ϕ(v1 · · ·v j)∗qi ,

(i). u1 = v1 = 1 andp1 = q1.
(ii). for 2 ≤ i ≤ s, the wordui has length at mostn(n−1)/2 andxi > xi−1.
(iii). for 2 ≤ j ≤ t, the wordv j has length at mostn(n−1)/2 andy j > y j−1.
(iv). xs is a maximal row andyt is a maximal column.

Let u = us· · ·u1 andv = v1 · · ·vt . We have|u| ≤ (s− 1)n(n− 1)/2 and|v| ≤ (t −
1)n(n−1)/2. Thus|uv| ≤ (s+ t−2)n(n−1)/2.

Let finally z∈ A∗ be such thatqt
z
−→ ps with |z| ≤ n− 1. Thenw = vzu is such
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that ytxs≤ ϕ(w). By Lemma2.3.13,ytxs ∈ M. Thus by Lemma2.3.11, this implies
ϕ(w) = ytxs.

By Lemma2.3.13, we havexsyt = 1. Thuss+ t ≤∑q∈Q(xs)q+∑q∈Q(yt)q≤ n+1.
This shows thatw is a synchronizing word with

|w| ≤ (s+ t−2)n(n−1)/2+n−1≤
1
2

n(n−1)2+n−1

≤
1
2
(n2−n+2)(n−1)

and this concludes the proof.

Example 2.3.14 We illustrate the proof of Proposition 2.3.7 on the automaton of
Example 2.3.8. We start withu1 = v1 = ε and p1 = q1 = 1. The rowϕ(ε)1∗ =
[

1 0 0
]

is not maximal butϕ(ε)1∗<ϕ(a)3∗=
[

1 1 0
]

. Thus we chooseu2=a

and p2 = 3. Symmetrically, the columnϕ(ε)∗1 =
[

1 0 0
]t

is not maximal but

ϕ(ε)∗1 < ϕ(b)∗3 =
[

1 1 0
]t

. Thus we choosev2 = b andq2 = 3. Thenab is a
synchronizing word as already observed (Example 2.3.9).

2.3.4 The generalized conjecture

The rank of a wordw in a deterministic automatonA = (Q,E) is the size of its
imageQ ·w. A synchronizing word has rank 1.

It has been conjectured by Pin (1978) that if an automaton admits a word of rank
at mostk, then there exists such a word of length at most(n− k)2. This generalizes
the Černý conjecture. Pin’s conjecture was proved to be false by Kari (2001). The
counterexample corresponds ton= 6 andk= 2. It is represented in Figure 2.6.

1

2

3 4

5

6

a a

a
a

aa
b

b

b

b b

b
Figure 2.6 Kari’s automaton.

The shortest words of rank 2 arex= baabababaabbabaabandy= baababaabaababaab
of length 17. The shortest synchronizing word isxaababaabof length 24= 52−1.

A new conjecture proposed by Volkov states that an automatonof minimal rankk
admits a word of rankk of length at most(n− k)2.
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2.4 Divisibility conditions

In this section we present some results which give indications of the possible values
of the minimal rank of an automaton. In particular, it gives sufficient conditions for
an automaton to be synchronized.

2.4.1 Weights

Let A = (Q,E) be a strongly connected complete deterministic automaton on the
alphabetA. Theadjacency matrixof A is theQ×Q matrixM defined by

ϕ(pq) = card{a∈ A | p ·a= q}.

Let k = cardA. As a consequence of the Perron-Frobenius Theorem, there exists a
positive left integer eigenvectorv of M for the eigenvaluek. For any subsetP of Q,
we define theweightof P asv(P) = ∑q∈Pvq.

Thenuclear equivalenceof a wordw is the equivalence onQ defined byp≡ q if
p ·w= q ·w. A maximal classis any class of some maximal nuclear equivalence.

The following result is due to Friedman (1990).

Proposition 2.4.1 Any two maximal classes have the same weight.

It follows from this result that the weight of a maximal classdivides the weightV
of the set of states. Thus the minimal rank dividesV.

2.4.2 Minimal rank

A transformation monoidon a setQ is a submonoidM of the monoid of partial maps
fromQ into Q. It is transitiveif for any p,q in Q, there is anm in M such thatpm= q.

For a deterministic automatonA = (Q,E) we denote byϕA the morphism which
associates to a wordw the partial mapp 7→ p ·w. ThusϕA (A∗) is a transformation
monoid onQ.

For a setP⊂Q, let

Stab(P) = {m∈ ϕA (A∗) | Pm⊂ P}

and let Res(P) be the restriction toP of the semigroup Stab(P).
The following result is due to Shin and Yoo (2010).

Theorem 2.4.1 LetA = (Q,E) be a deterministic complete automaton. Let R⊂Q
be a set such that

(i). the transformation monoidRes(P) is transitive,

(ii). there is a word w such that Q·w⊂ P.

Then the minimal rank ofA divides the minimal rank ofRes(P).
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This generalizes a result of O’Brien (1981) which corresponds to the case where
Res(P) is a circular permutation. The proof uses a generalization of Friedman’s result
(Proposition 2.4.1).

2.5 Road coloring

2.5.1 The Road Coloring Theorem

Imagine a map with roads which are colored in such a way that a fixed sequence
of colors, called a homing sequence, leads the traveler to a fixed place whatever be
the starting point. Such a coloring of the roads is called synchronized and finding a
synchronized coloring is called the Road Coloring Problem.In terms of graphs, it
consists in finding a synchronized labeling in a directed graph.

The Road Coloring Theorem states that every aperiodic directed graph with con-
stant out-degree has a synchronized coloring (a graph is aperiodic if it is strongly
connected and the gcd of its cycles is equal to 1). It has been conjectured under the
name of the Road Coloring Problem by Adler et al. (1977), and solved for many
particular types of automata (see for instance Adler et al. (1977), O’Brien (1981),
Carbone (2001), Kari (2003), Friedman (1990), Perrin and Schützenberger (1992)).
Trahtman (2009) settled the conjecture.

In the domain of coding, automata with outputs (i.e. transducers) can be used ei-
ther as encoders or as decoders. When they are synchronized,the behavior of the
coder (or of the decoder) is improved in the presence of noiseor errors. For instance,
the well known Huffman compression scheme leads to a synchronized decoder pro-
vided the lengths of the codewords of the Huffman code are mutually prime. It is also
a consequence of the Road Coloring Theorem that coding schemes for constrained
channels can have sliding block decoders and synchronized encoders (see Adler et al.
(1983) and Lind and Marcus (1995)).

Trahtman’s proof is constructive and leads to an algorithm that finds a synchro-
nized labeling with a cubic worst-case time complexity Trahtman (2008a, 2009). The
algorithm consists in a sequence of flips of edges going out ofsome state so that the
resulting automaton is synchronized. One first searches a sequence of flips leading to
an automaton which has a so-called stable pair of states (i.e. with good synchroniz-
ing properties). One then computes the quotient of the automaton by the congruence
generated by the stable pairs. The process is then iterated on this smaller automaton.
Trahtman’s method for finding the sequence of flips leading toa stable pair has a
worst-case quadratic time complexity, which makes his algorithm cubic.

Theperiodof an automaton is the gcd of the cycles of its graph. An automaton is
aperiodicif it is irreducible and of period 11.

Two automata which have isomorphic underlying graphs are called equivalent.

1 Note that this notion, which is usual for graphs, is not the notion of aperiodic automata used in
Section 2.3.1.
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Hence two equivalent automata differ only by the labeling oftheir edges. In this
section, we shall consider only complete deterministic automata.

Proposition 2.5.1 A synchronized irreducible complete deterministic automaton is
aperiodic.

Proof Let d be the period ofA . We define a relationρ on the set of states as
follows. Two statesp,q are related byρ if there is a path of length multiple ofd
from p to q. This relation is an equivalence relation. Indeed, if(p,q) ∈ ρ , there is a
path fromp to q of lengthkd. Since the graph is strongly connected, there is a path
from q to p of lengthℓ. Sinced divideskd+ ℓ, the lengthℓ is a multiple ofd.

Let us show now that any two statesp,q are equivalent. Letℓ be the length of a path
from p to q. Let w be a synchronizing word inA . Thend dividesℓ+ |w|− |w|= ℓ.
Just by considering one edge (ℓ= 1), this impliesd = 1.

TheRoad Coloring Theoremcan be stated as follows.

Theorem 2.5.1(A. Trahtman Trahtman (2009))Any aperiodic complete determin-
istic automaton is equivalent to a synchronized one.

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

Figure 2.7 Two complete aperiodic deterministic automata over the alphabetA =
{a,b}. A thick red plain edge is an edge labeled bya while a thin blue dashed edge
is an edge labeled byb. The automaton on the left is not synchronized. The one on
the right is synchronized. For instance, the wordaaa is a synchronizing word. The
two automata are equivalent since they share the same graph.

A trivial case for solving the Road Coloring Theorem is the case where the au-
tomaton has a loop edge around some stater. Indeed, since the graph of the automa-
ton is strongly connected, there is a spanning tree rooted atr (with the edges of the
tree oriented towards the root). Let us label the edges of this tree and the loop by the
lettera. This coloring is synchronized by the wordan−1, wheren is the number of
states.

2.5.2 An algorithm for finding a synchronized coloring

Trahtman’s proof of Theorem 2.5.1 is constructive and givesan algorithm for finding
a labeling (also called a coloring) which makes the automaton synchronized provided
it is aperiodic.

In the sequelA denotes ann-state deterministic and complete automaton over
an alphabetA. We fix a particular lettera ∈ A. Edges labeled bya are also called
red edgesor a-edges. The other ones are calledb-edges. An a-path is sequence of
consecutive edges labelled bya.
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A pair (p,q) of states in an automaton isstableif, for any wordu, the pair(p·u,q·
u) is synchronizable. In a synchronized automaton, any pair ofstates is stable. Note
that if (p,q) is a stable pair, then for any wordu, (p · u,q · u) also is a stable pair,
hence the terminology. Note also that, if(p,q) and(q, r) are stable pairs, then(p, r)
also is a stable pair. It follows that the relation defined on the set of states byp≡ q
if (p,q) is a stable pair, is an equivalence relation. It is actually acongruence (i.e.
p · u≡ q · u wheneverp≡ q) called the stable pair congruence. More generally, a
congruence isstableif any pair of states in the same class is stable. The congruence
generatedby a stable pair(p,q) is the least congruence such thatp andq belong
to the same class. It is a stable congruence. A set of edges going out of a statep is
called abunchif these edges all end in a same stateq. Note that if a stateq has two
incoming bunches from two statesp, p′, then(p, p′) is a stable pair.

If A = (Q,E) is an automaton, thequotientof A by a stable pair congruence
is the automatonB whose states are the classes ofQ under the congruence. The
edges ofB are the triples(p̄,c, q̄) where(p,c,q) is an edge ofA . The automatonB
is complete deterministic whenA is complete deterministic. The automatonB is
irreducible (resp. aperiodic) whenA is irreducible (resp. aperiodic).

The following Lemma was obtained by Culik et al. (2002).

Lemma 2.5.2 If the quotient of an automatonA by a stable pair congruence is
equivalent to a synchronized automaton, then there is a synchronized automaton
equivalent toA .

Proof Let B be the quotient ofA by a stable congruence and letB′ be a synchro-
nized automaton equivalent toB. If p is a state ofA , we denote by ¯p the class of
p for the given stable congruence. We define an automatonA ′ equivalent toA as
follows. The number of edges ofA going out ofp and ending in states belonging
to a same class ¯q is equal to the number of edges ofB (and thusB′) going out ofp̄
and ending in ¯q. We defineA ′ by labeling these edges according to the labeling of
corresponding edges inB′. The automatonB′ is a quotient ofA ′.

Let us show thatA ′ is synchronized. Letw be a synchronizing word ofB′ and
r the state ending any path labeled byw in B′. Let p,q be two states ofA ′. Then
p ·w andq ·w belong to the same congruence classr. Hence(p ·w,q ·w) is a stable
pair of A ′. Therefore(p,q) is a synchronizable pair ofA ′. All pairs of A ′ being
synchronizable,A ′ is synchronized.

Trahtman’s algorithm for finding a synchronized coloring ofan aperiodic automa-
ton A consists in finding an equivalent automatonA ′ of A which has at least one
stable pair(s, t), then in recursively finding a synchronized coloringB′ for the quo-
tient automatonB by the congruence generated by(s, t), and finally in lifting up this
coloring to the initial automaton as follows. If there is an edge(p,c,q) in A but no
edge(p̄,c, q̄) in B′, then there is an edge(p̄,d, q̄) in B′ with cd. Then we flip the
labels of the two edges labeledc andd going out ofp in A .

The algorithm is described in the following pseudocode. Theprocedure FIND-
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STABLEPAIR, which finds an equivalent automaton which has a stable pair of states,
is described in the next section. The procedure MERGE computes the quotient of
an automaton by the stable congruence generated by a stable pair of states, while
UPDATE updates some data needed for the computation.

FINDCOLORING (aperiodic automatonA )

1 B←A

2 while (size(B) > 1)
3 do UPDATE(B)
4 B,(s, t)← FINDSTABLEPAIR(B)
5 lift the coloring up fromB to the automatonA
6 B← MERGE(B,(s, t))
7 return A

2.5.3 Finding a stable pair

In this section, we consider an aperiodic complete deterministic automatonA over
the alphabetA. We present Trathaman’s cubic-time algorithm for finding anequiva-
lent automaton which has a stable pair.

In order to describe the algorithm, we give some definitions and notation.
The subgraph of the graph ofA made of the red edges is a disjoint union of

connected component calledclusters. Since each state has exactly one outgoing edge
in this subgraph, each cluster contains a unique (red) cyclewith trees attached to the
cycle at their root. Ifr is the root of such a tree, itschildrenare the statesp such that
p is not on the a red cycle and(p,a, r) is an edge. Ifp,q belong to a same tree,p is
anancestorof q (or q is adescendantof p) in the tree if there is ana-path fromq to
p. If q belongs to some red cycle, itspredecessoris the unique statep belonging to
the same cycle such that(p,a,q) is an edge.

For each statep belonging to some cluster, we define thelevelof p as the distance
betweenp and the root of the tree containingp. If p belongs to the cycle of the
cluster, its level is thus null. Thelevel of an automatonis the maximal level of its
states. Amaximal stateis a state of maximal level. Amaximal treeis a tree rooted at
a state of level 0 containing at least one maximal state.

The algorithm for finding a coloring which has a stable pair relies on the following
key lemma due to Trahtman Trahtman (2009). It uses the notionof minimal images
in an automaton. Animagein an automatonA = (Q,E) is a set of statesI = Q ·w,
wherew is a word andQ ·w = {q ·w | q ∈ Q}. A minimal imagein an automaton
is an image which is a minimal element of the set of images for set inclusion. In an
irreducible automaton two minimal images have the same cardinality which is called
theminimal rankof A . Also, if I is a minimal image andu is a word, thenI ·u is
again a minimal image and the mapp→ p ·u is one-to-one fromI ontoI ·u.

Lemma 2.5.3(Trahtman (2009)) Let A be an irreducible complete deterministic
automaton with a positive level. If all maximal states inA belong to the same tree,
thenA has a stable pair.
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Proof SinceA is irreducible, there is a minimal imageI containing a maximal state
p. Let ℓ > 0 the level ofp (i.e. the distance betweenp and the rootr of the unique
maximal tree). Let us assume that there is a stateqp in I of levelℓ. Then the cardinal
of I ·aℓ is strictly less than the cardinal ofI , which contradicts the minimality ofI .
Thus all states butp in I have a level strictly less thanℓ.

Let mbe a common multiple of the lengths of all red cycles. LetC be the red cycle
containingr. Let s0 be the predecessor ofr in C ands1 the child ofr containingp in
its subtree. Sinceℓ > 0, we haves0s1. Let J = I ·aℓ−1 andK = J ·am. Since the level
of all states ofI but p is less than or equal toℓ− 1, the setJ is equal to{s1}∪R,
whereR is a set of states belonging to the red cycles. Since for any stateq in a red
cycle,q ·am= q, we getK = {s0}∪R.

Let w be a word of minimal rank. For any wordv, the minimal imagesJ · vw
andK · vw have the same cardinal equal to the cardinal ofI . We claim that the set
(J∪K) ·vw is a minimal image. Indeed,J ·vw⊆ (J∪K) ·vw⊆Q·vw, hence all three
are equal. But(J∪K) ·vw= R·vw∪s0 ·vw∪s1 ·vw. This forcess0 ·vw= s1 ·vwsince
the cardinality ofR· vw cannot be less than the cardinality ofR. As a consequence
(s0 ·v,s1 ·v) is synchronizable and thus(s0,s1) is a stable pair.

In the sequel, we call ConditionC1 the hypothesis of Lemma 2.5.3:all maximal
states belong to the same tree.

We now describe sequences of flips such that the resulting equivalent automaton
either has a stable pair, or has strictly more states of null level. We consider several
cases corresponding to the geometry of the automaton.

• Case 1. We assume that the level of the automaton isℓ = 0. If the set of outgoing
edges of each state is a bunch, then there is only one red cycle, and the automaton
is not aperiodic unless the trivial case where the length of this cycle is 1. We can
thus assume that there is a statep whose set of outgoing edges is not a bunch.
There existsba and qr such that(p,a,q) and (p,b, r) are edges. We flip these
two edges. We obtain an automaton which satisfies ConditionC1. Let s be the
state which is the predecessor ofr in its red cycle. It follows from the proof of
Lemma 2.5.3 that the pair(p,s) is a stable pair.

• Case 2. We assume that the level of the automaton isℓ > 0. Let r be the root
of a maximal tree andp a maximal state of this tree. We consider a blue edge
(t,b, p) ending inp. Note that, sincep is a maximal state and since the automaton
is irreducible, such an edge always exists. We denoteu= t ·a.

– Case 2.1. Ift is not in the same cluster asr, or if t has a positive level and does
not belong to thea-path fromp to r, we flip the edges(t,b, p) and(t,a,u) and
get an automaton which has a unique maximal tree.

– Case 2.2. Ift belongs to thea-path fromp to r, we flip the edges(t,b, p) and
(t,a,u) and get an automaton which has strictly more states of null level.
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– Case 2.3. We assume thatt belongs to the cycle containingr. Let k1 be the
length of the simplea-path fromr to t andk2 the length of the simplea-path
from u to r (see Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8 The picture on the left illustrates Case 2.3.1 (k2 = 2 > ℓ = 1). After
flipping the edge(t,b, p) and (t,a,u), we get the automaton on the right of the
figure. It has a unique maximal tree (rooted atr). Maximal states are colored and
the (dashed)b-edges of the automaton are not all represented.

◦ Case 2.3.1. Ifk2 > ℓ, we flip the edges(t,b, p) and(t,a,u) and get an au-
tomaton which has a unique maximal tree (see Figure 2.8).
◦ Case 2.3.2. Ifk2 < ℓ, we flip the edges(t,b, p) and(t,a,u) and get an automa-

ton which has strictly more states of null level sincek1+ ℓ+1> k1+ k2+1
(see Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9 The picture on the left illustrates Case 2.3.2. Wehavek2 = 1< ℓ = 2.
After flipping the edges(t,b, p) and (t,a,u), we get the automaton which has a
larger number of null level states.
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◦ Case 2.3.3. Let us now assume thatk2 = ℓ. Let q be the predecessor ofr on
the cycle and letsbe the child ofr ascendant ofp in the maximal tree rooted
at r.

⋄ Case 2.3.3.1. If the set of edges going out ofq is not a bunch. There is
a b-letterc such thatq · c= vr. Let us flip the edges(q,a, r) and(q,c,v).
If r belongs to the new red cycle, then the number of null-level states has
increased. In the other case, the level ofr in the new automaton is at least
one and thus the new automaton has a unique maximal tree (see Figure
2.10).
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Figure 2.10 The picture on the left illustrates Case 2.3.3.1. We havek2 = 2. The
stateq is not a bunch. After flipping the edges(q,b,v) and(q,a, r), we get an au-
tomaton which has a unique maximal tree.

⋄ Case 2.3.3.2. If the set of outgoing edges ofq andsare bunches, then(q,s)
is a stable pair.

⋄ Case 2.3.3.3. If the set of outgoing edges ofq is a bunch and the set of
outgoing edges ofs is not a bunch, there is a lettercasuch thatv= s·c= vr.
If there is ana-path fromv to s, we flip the edges(s,a, r) and (s,c,v),
creating a new red cycle, which increases the number of states of level
zero. If there is noa-path fromv to s and the level ofv is positive, we flip
the edges(s,a, r) and(s,c,v) and get an automaton which has a unique
maximal tree. Ifv has a null level and belongs to a cluster distint from the
cluster ofr, we flip the edges(s,a, r) and(s,c,v) and also the edges the
edges(t,a,u) and(t,b, p). We again get an automaton which has a unique
maximal tree.

⋄ Case 2.3.3.3. We assume that the set of outgoing edges ofq is a bunch and
the set of outgoing edges ofs is not a bunch. If there is a letterca such
that v = s· c = vr belongs to the cycle containingr. Let us denote byk3

the length of the simplea-path fromu to v (see Figure 2.11). Sincevr, we
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havek3k2. Hencek3 < ℓ or k3 > ℓ. We flip the edges(s,a, r) and(s,c,v)
and proceed as in Case 2.3.1 or 2.3.2. respectively.
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Figure 2.11 The picture on the left illustrates Case 2.3.3.3. We havek2 = 2. After
flipping the edges(s,b,v) and(s,a, r), we havek3 > k2 = ℓ. We are back to Case
2.3.1.

The sequence of flips performed to transform the automaton into an equivalent one
which has a stable pair has a quadratic time complexity. Thismakes Trathman’s
algorithm have a worst case cubic-time complexity. A quadratic-time algorithm for
the Road Coloring Problem is presented in Béal and Perrin (2008). The prize to pay
for decreasing the time complexity is some more complication in the choice of the
flips.

2.5.4 Periodic Road Coloring

In this section, we extend the Road Coloring Theorem to periodic graphs by show-
ing that Trahtman’s algorithms provides a minimal-rank coloring. Another proof of
this result using semigroup tools, obtained independently, is given in Budzban and
Feinsilver (2011).

Recall that the period of an automaton is the gcd of the lengths of the cycles of its
graph. If the automatonA is ann-state complete deterministic irreducible automaton
which is not aperiodic, it is not equivalent to a synchronized automaton. Neverthe-
less, the previous algorithm can be modified as follows for finding an equivalent
automaton with the minimal possible rank. It has a quadratic-time complexity.
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PERIODICFINDCOLORING(automatonA )

1 B←A

2 while (size(B) > 1)
3 do UPDATE(B)
4 B,(s, t)← FINDSTABLEPAIR(B)
5 lift the coloring up fromB to the automatonA
6 if there is a stable pair(s, t)
7 then B← MERGE(B,(s, t))
8 else returnA

9 return A

It may happen that FINDSTABLEPAIR returns an automatonB which has no stable
pair (it is made of a cycle where the set of outgoing edges of any state is a bunch).
Lifting up this coloring of to the initial automatonA leads to a coloring of the initial
automaton whose minimal rank is equal to its period.

This result can be stated as the following theorem, which extends the Road Color-
ing Theorem to the case of periodic graphs.

Theorem 2.5.4 Any irreducible automatonA is equivalent to a an automaton
whose minimal rank is the period ofA .

Proof Let us assume thatA is equivalent to an automatonA ′ which has a stable
pair (s, t). Let B′ be the quotient ofA ′ by the congruence generated by(s, t). Let d
be the period ofA ′ (equal to the period ofA ) andd′ the period ofB′. Let us show
thatd = d′.

It is clear thatd′ dividesd (which we denoted′/d). Let ℓ be the length of a path
from s to s′ in A ′, wheres′ is equivalent tos. Since(s,s′) is stable, it is synchroniz-
able. Thus there is a wordw such thats·w= s′ ·w. Since the automatonA ′ is irre-
ducible, there is a path labeled by some wordu from s·w to s. Henced/(ℓ+ |w|+ |u|)
andd/|(w|+ |u|), implying d/ℓ. Let s̄ be the class ofs andz be the label of a cy-
cle around ¯s in B′. Then there is a path inA ′ labeled byz from s to x, wherex is
equivalent tox. Thusd/|z|. It follows thatd/d′ andd = d′.

Suppose thatB′ has rankr. Let us show thatA ′ also has rankr. Let I be a minimal
image ofA ′ andJ be the set of classes of the states ofI in B

′. Two states ofI cannot
belong to the same class sinceI would not be minimal otherwise. As a consequenceI
has the same cardinal asJ. The setJ is a minimal image ofB′. Indeed, for any word
v, the setJ · v is the set of classes ofI · v which is a minimal image ofA ′. Hence
|J ·v|= |J|. As a consequence,B′ has rankr.

Let us now assume thatA has no equivalent automaton which has a stable pair.
In this case, we know thatA is made of one red cycle where the set of edges going
out of any state is a bunch. The rank of this automaton is equalto its period which is
the length of the cycle.

Hence the procedure PERIODICFINDCOLORING returns an automaton equivalent
to A whose minimal rank is equal to its period.

The algorithm allows to find a coloring of minimal rank for irreducible automa-
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ton which has the same time and space complexity as the Road Coloring algorithm
complexity for aperiodic automata.

2.5.5 Applications

In this section we show how the previous results can be applied to the automaton
associated to a finite prefix code.

A prefix codeon the alphabetA is a setX of words onA such that no element of
X is a prefix of another word ofX.

A prefix code ismaximalif it is not contained in another prefix code on the same
alphabet. As an equivalent definition, a prefix codeX is maximal if for any wordu
in A∗ has a prefix inX or is a prefix of a word ofX.

For a deterministic automatonA and an initial statei, the setXA of labels of first
return paths fromi to i is a prefix code. If the automaton is complete, the prefix code
is maximal.

Conversely, for any finite prefix codeX, there exists a deterministic automatonA

such thatX = XA . Moreover, the automatonA can be supposed to be irreducible. If
X is a maximal prefix code, the automatonA is complete.

The automatonA can be chosen as follows. The set of states is the setQ of
prefixes of the words ofX. The transitions are defined forp∈Q anda∈ A by p·a=

pa if pa is a prefix of a word ofX, and byp · a = ε if pa∈ X. This automaton,
denotedAX is a decoderof X. Let indeedα be a one-to-one map from a source
alphabetB ontoX. Let us add an output label to each edge ofAX in the following
way. The output label of(p,a,q) is ε if qε and is equal toα−1(pa) if q= ε. With
this definition, for any wordx ∈ X∗, the output label of the pathi

x
−→ i is the word

α−1(x).
Let us show that, as a consequence of the fact thatX is finite, the automatonA is

additionally one-cluster with respect to any letter.
Indeed, leta be a letter and letC be the set of states of the formi ·a j . For any state

q, there exists a pathi
u
−→ q

v
−→ i. We may suppose thati does not occur elsewhere on

this path. Thusuv∈ X. SinceX is a finite maximal code, there is an integerj such
that uaj ∈ X. Thenq · a j = i belongs toC. This shows thatA is one-cluster with
respect toa.

A maximal prefix codeX is synchronizedif there is a wordx∈ X∗ such that for
any wordw∈ A∗, one haswx∈ X∗. Such a wordx is called asynchronizing wordfor
X.

Let X be a synchronized prefix code. LetA be an irreducible deterministic au-
tomaton with an initial statei such thatXA = X. The automatonA is synchronized.
Indeed, letx be a synchronizing word forX. Let q be a state ofA . SinceA is ir-
reducible, there is a pathi

u
−→ q for someu∈ A∗. Sincex is synchronizing forX, we

haveux∈ X∗, and thusq ·x= i. This shows thatx is a synchronizing word forA .
Conversely, letA be an irreducible complete deterministic automaton. IfA is

a synchronized automaton, the prefix codeXA is synchronized. Indeed, letx be a
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synchronizing word forA. We may assume thatq · x= i for any stateq. Thenx is a
synchronizing word forX.

Proposition 2.5.2 Let X be a maximal synchronized prefix code with n codewords
on an alphabet of size k. The decoder of X has a synchronizing word of length at
most O((n

k)
2).

Proof The automatonAX is one-cluster. The numberN of its states is the number
of prefixes of the words ofX. ThusN = (n−1)/(k−1) since a completek-ary tree
with n leaves has(n− 1)/(k− 1) internal nodes. By Proposition 2.3.6, there is a
synchronizing word of lengthO(N2), whenceO((n

k)
2).

Example 2.5.5 Let us consider the following Huffman codeX = (00+01+1)(0+
10+11) corresponding to a source alphabetB= {a,b,c,d,e, f ,g,h, i} with a prob-
ability distribution (1/16,1/16,1/8,1/16,1/16,1/8,1/8,1/8, 1/4). The Huffman
tree is pictured in the left part of Figure 2.5.5 while the decoder automatonAX is
given in its right part. The word 010 is a synchronizing word of AX.
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Figure 2.12 A synchronized Huffman codeX on the left and its decoderAX on the
right.

When the lengths of the codewords inX are not relatively prime, the automa-
ton AX is never synchronized (see Example of Figure 2.5.5). When the lengths of
the codewords inX are relatively prime, the codeX is not necessarily synchronized.
However, there is always another Huffman codeX′ corresponding to the same length
distribution which is synchronized by a result of Schützenberger Schützenberger
(1967). One can even chooseX′ such that the underlying graph ofAX andAX′ are
the same. This is a particular case of the Road Coloring Theorem. The particular case
corresponding to finite prefix codes was proved before in Perrin and Schützenberger
(1992). Proposition 2.3.6 guarantees that the Huffman decoder has a synchronizing
word of length at most quadratic in the number of nodes of the Huffman tree.
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Figure 2.13 A non synchronized Huffman codeX on the left and its decoder on the
right. The automaton on the right is not synchronized. Indeed, for any wordw, the
set of states reachable byw is either{1,3}, {2,4}, {1,5}, or {1,6}.

2.5.6 The Hybrid Černý-Road Coloring Problem

The following problem, called the HybriďCerný-Road Coloring Problem, was raised
by Volkov (2008): what is the minimum length of a synchronizing word for a syn-
chronized coloring of an aperiodic automaton? We conjecture that a synchronized
coloring such that the automaton is moreover one-cluster can be obtained which
guaranties a minimum length of a synchronizing word of a length at most quadratic.
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